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Electric Corporation Pittsburgh Pemsylvania 15230-0355

NSD-NRC-97-5238 i
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Docket No.: STN-52-003 )

July 17,1997 j.

1

Document Control Desk l

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission )
Washington, DC 20555 i

|

ATTENTION: T. R. QUAY

SUBJECT: RESPONSES TO SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS ON SITE CH.ARACTERIZATION l
'

RAls

Dear Mr. Quay:

Westinghouse and the NRC staff discussed the responses to a number of site related RAls during a
telephone conference on June 16,1997. During the discussion Westinghouse took actions to address ;

questions about the responses for a few of the RAls. The supplemental responses for RAls 231.35 ;

and 231.36 are attached. The supplemental responses for RAls 231.40,231.41, and 231.42 were '

provided in letter DCP/NRC0949, dated July 9,1997. The initial responses for the RAls were
provided in letter DCP/NRC0895, dated June 3,1997. ,

|
The response for RAI 231.36 includes a markup of a portion of Chapter 2 of the SSAR. This markup
is in addition to the markup of Chapter 2 provided with the supplemental responses to 231.40,231.41
and 231.42. The SSAR changes in the markup will be included in SSAR Revision 15.

The Westinghouse status for RAls 231.35 (OITS #5229) and 231.36 (OITS 5230) will be Action N.

Please contact Donald A. Lindgren at (412) 374-4856 if you have any questions

0~A!Wp gix(
Brian A. McIntyre, Manager
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing
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Attachment

|

|- cc: J. M. Sebrosky, NRC (w/ Attachment)

|_ N. J. Liparulo (w/o Attachment)
_
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NRC, REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
'
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Supplement to RAI 231.35 (OITS #5229)

During a phone call on June 16,1997 to discuss the response to RAI 231.35 the staff expressed the
opinion that the grid of test borings for the geotechnical investigation should be extended more than
40 feet from the foundation, perhaps out as far as half the width of the foundation mat.

Supplemental Response for RAI #231.35

The grid for the test boring for the AP600 is based on established geotechnical principles. Extending
the grid out to 40 feet from.the mat is consistent with the criteria in 10CFR100 Appendix A and the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.132. The technical basis for the extension of the grid to a
distance of 40 feet from the mat is as follows:

The grid of borings is extended 40 feet beyond the footprint of the foundation mat based on the results
of a stress analysis following the Boussinesq distribution of stresses beneath a mat foundation. This
analysis considered the increase in effective vertical stresses caused by an idealized rectangular
foundation mat having a width of 140 feet and a length of 254 feet. An average foundation gross
bearing pressure of 8 ksf was conservatively applied over the enlarged footprint area.

The net increase in the effective vertical stress was calculated at several locations both under and
outside the footprint of the idealized AP600 foundation mat, with particular emphasis on an east-west
section. At a distance of 40-feet outside the limits of the AP600 foundation mat, the net change in the
effective vertical overburden stress is less than seven percent (7%). At a distance of 40-feet from the
north south limits of the foundation mat, the increase in vertical effective stress is less. Consequently,
it is concluded that borings on a grid extending 40 feet beyond the footprint of the foundation mat are
sufficient to capture the infonnation necessary to characterize the site from a geotechnical engineering
perspective.

I

SSAR Revision

None.

.

231.35-Si
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Supplement to RAI 231.36 (OITS #5230)

During a phone call on June 16,1997 to discuss the response to RAI 231.36 the staff requested that
Westinghouse provide justification for the depth of test boring for the geotechnical investigation. Also
Westinghouse should explain the term primary borings.

Supplemental Response to RAI #231.36

The depth of the borings is based on the three following considerations:

1. The Combined License applicant will conduct a geologic investigation (apart from and prior to a
geotechnical investigation) to satisfy the requirements of Subpart B to 10 CFR 100 and the
associated guidance in Regulatory Guides and the Standard Review Plan. The geologic
investigation will address the local geology in detail through deep borings, geophysical
investigations, mapping, etc. During this investigation, the Combined License applicant will
determine if the site is suspect from the perspective of voids, compressible materials, etc. These
data will be used to determine, on a preliminary basis, if the site is uniform or non-uniform
according to the criteria in subsection 2.5.4.5.3 of the SSAR. Non-uniform sites will be evaluated
further to determine if application of an AP600 is acceptable. If a site is non-uniform, then the -
subsequent geotechnical borings will be used to confirm that the site is acceptable. Subsection
2.5.4.5.3 provides the criteria to determine if a site is bounded by parameters evaluated as part of
design certification. Subsection 2.6.4.5.3.1 provides criteria for sites that require additional site
specific evaluation to support the Combined License application.

2. The primary geotechnical borings are those at a uniform site needed to provide the engineering
properties beneath the foundation mat. At least one fourth of the primary borings will penetrate-

into rock, or in the case of a deep soil site, be drilled to a depth of 250 feet below the foundation
mat. These primary borings will be on a grid with spacing on the order of 50 to 60 feet which
encompasses the extremes of the nuclear island.

3. If either the geologic investigation or the primary borings indicate the presence of karst conditions,.

under-consolidated clays, loose sands, intrusive dikes or other forms of geologic impacts, the
geotechnical investigation would be extended as described in SSAR subsection 2.5.4.2. Secondary
borings are those test borings in addition to the primary borings required to characterize such a
non-uniform site. The depth of the secondary borings,160 feet, is based on the analysis discussed
in the supplemental response for RAI #231.35. The foundation mat will influence the foundation
support media down to a depth approximately equal to the width of the foundation mat. For
example, the calculated net increase in the effective vertical overburden stress below the center of
the foundation mat at a depth of 160-feet is about 11 percent.

Considering the three types of borings and their respective depths, sufficient information will be
available to assess the foundation conditions necessary to assure that the site conditions are in

' ' '
T westinghouse
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compliance with the geotechnical engineering requirements of the AP600.

SSAR Revision

Revise subsection 2.5.4.5.1 and the first two paragraphs of subsection 2.5.4.5.2 as follows.

2.5.4.5.1 Site investigation for Uniform Sites

For sites that are expected to be uniform, based on'tff, geologic investigationfffffffij
-

$,sj@l[off/g/g,$py//,ffjtffjdiff)g( pfff(jhipphhirffor safety-related structures.
, Appendix C to Regulatory Guide 1.132 provides guidance on the.

spacing and depth of borings
'

Specific language in the Regulatory Guide suggests a spacing of 100 feet supplemented with
borings on the periphery and at the corners for favorable, uniform geologic conditions.

For foundation engineering purposes, a series of'pf%f[eborings should be drilled on a gridp
pattern that encompasses the nuclear island footprint and 40 feet beyond the boundaries of the
' nuclear island footprint. The 40-foot extension for the grid of borings is establishedp<ftf%
Y / er *he M:E ef r ppre"-te zone of influence of the foundation mat

'

. , rq 7,e.,,:,_ g

2pprc%2te!y egr! te ere %d "*he egre!r-* r:* " e:t "idt' The grid need not be of equal
spacing in the two orthogonal directions, but it should be oriented in accordance with the true dip
and strike of the rock in the immediate are't of the nuclear island footprint. If geologic conditions ,

are such that true dip and strike are not obvious, or if the dip is practically flat, then the
orientation of the grid can be consistent with the major orthogonal lines of the nuclear island. The
spacing of the borings on the grid should be on the order of 50 to 60 feet. For example, an
acceptable grid could have 5 borings in the short direction and 7 borings in the long direction,
resulting in 35 hj(pfaMborings to cover the nuclear island footprint and 40 feet beyond. The
depth of borings should be determined on the basis of the geologic conditions. Borings should be
extended to a depth sufficient to define the site geology and to sample materials that may swell
during excavation, may consolidate subsequent to construction, may be unstable under earthquake
loading, or whose physical propenies would affect foundation behavior or stability. At least one-
fourth of the primary borings should penetrate sound rock or, for a deep soil site, to a maximum
depth' ff)fffffjV/pff(afthfftfaf/p-4 *"--''^^^-"''""~'Xff'g/)fity,aj

2)f ,the change in the vertical stress during or after construction for the combined foundation
loading is less than 10 percent of the in situ effective overburden stress. Otherfrftfgif,' borings
may terminate at a depth of 160 feet below the foundation (equal to the width of the structure).

2.5.4.5.2 Site investigation for Non-uniform sites

At sites that are determined to be non-uniform or potentially non-uniform during the course of the
geological investigationsVp[d)/pffgjfspf6(pfr[sfyff/fr[d'/f//[8, the investigation effort is/ y

231.36-S2
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extended to determine if the site is acceptable for an AP600. The following paragraphs identify the
i

site [/pf/Minvestigations required to demonstrate that the sitelp,m2y N acceptable.

As the AP600 foundation / structural system is robust, the probability of being able to show compliance |
'

for all but the worst of sites is high, unless liquefaction or faulting is prevalent on the site. As stated
in Regulatory Guide 1,132, where variable conditions are found, spacing of boreholes should be
smaller, as needed, to obtain a clear picture of soil or rock properties and their variability. Where ,

'cavities or other discontinuities of engineering significance may occur, the normal exploratory work
should be supplemented by V orings or soundings at a spacing small enough to detect such,

' " ' ' ' ' ~

. . /

The depth of borings should be extended beyond 160 feet if the geologic
, j

investigation indicates the possible presence of karst conditions, under-consolidated clays, loose sands, !
intrusive dikes or other forms of geologic impacts at depth greater than 160 feet.

,
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